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Vihiga County is Located in the Western Region of Kenya with its County headquarters in Mbale Town.
It boarders Nandi to the East, Kisumu County to the South, Siaya County to the West and Kakamega
County to the North. It is one of the four Counties in the former Western Province. Vihiga County has
five Constituencies; Luanda, Emuhaya, Hamisi, Sabatia and Vihiga.
Some of the language groups in Vihiga County are the Bantus, Cushites, Nilotes, Semites, Asians and
Europeans. Vihiga is host to four main subgroups.
These are:
• Banyore
• Tiriki
• Terrik
• Maragoli
The County’s population stands at 612,000. With an annual population growth rate of 2.51%, the
population is projected to be 688,778 by the year 2017.
It has an annual fertility rate of 5.1% which explains the high population rise. However, the age
distribution is given as 0-14 years (45%), 15-64 years (49%), 65 years and above (6%) with the youth
representing 25% of the population. Tourism sector is under the economic pillar of Kenya Vision 2030.
It is one of the leading foreign exchange earners in the country and currently accounts for 10% GDP.
The sector has been identified among key sectors that may contribute to the realization of vision 2030.
It is for this reason that the Government of Kenya through the tourism policy of 2006 emphasizes the
need to develop further tourism potential in Kenya. Vihiga County is among key areas in the Western
Kenya Tourist Circuit that is earmarked for development.
It is therefore important to transform tourism into a major source of employment and wealth
generation through sustainable development and utilization of natural and cultural endowment. The
County covers a total area of 532 sq kilometres. The main urban centers are Mbale, Chavakali, Jeptulu,
Nyan’gori, Majengo, Esibuye and Luanda.
The County’s distinguishing features are the massive granite rocks that spread out liberally, the
beautiful hills and valleys with streams flowing from Northwest to Southwest and draining in to Lake
Victoria. The county has hundreds of springs and fifteen permanent rivers. The main two rivers are,
Yala and Esalwa. Its climate is equatorial with fairly well distributed rainfall throughout the year. The
equator cuts through the southern part of the county.

Urbanisation
The County urbanization rate is 31% with the Major Towns being; Luanda, Maseno, Chavakali, Mudete,
Majengo, Mbale, Serem, Jeptulu, Jebrock and Kilingili. The major activities are predominantly
agricultural with majority of households engaging in farming.

Population
The County’s population is approximately 688,778 People. 45%, comprising of 309,950 constitutes
people between 0-14 Years, 49%, comprising of 337,501 constitutes people between 15-64 Years and
6%, comprising of 41,327 constitutes people above 64 Years.
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The name Vihiga denotes
a ‘rock’ and rocks are the
symbolic signature that define
this County.
The granite stones, the
undulating valleys, the
meandering hills and the
tropical climate sets Vihiga
County apart. It is an 8 hour
drive from Nairobi, the capital
city of Kenya.
The office of the Governor
is tasked with an overall
administrative duty for the
whole county in the devolved
units.
It is now time to bring the big
dreams for Vihiga County to the
fore and it is my commitment
to ensure that the tourism
market in Vihiga County thrives,
creating job opportunities
for the community while at
the same time putting Vihiga
at a strategic position for
sustainable domestic and
international tourism.

A Word from the Governor Vihiga
County Government-Moses Akaranga

One of the ways to improve the
economic ranking in this County
is to embrace and promote
tourism.

My objective is to explore the untapped tourism potential in this County by utilizing the various
resources that we have, chief among them, the infrastructure network then take the necessary
steps in setting up a pragmatic roadmap towards the development of our tourist sites.
The people of Vihiga have been the key guardians of our natural ecosystem and their effort cannot
be over emphasized. Tree planting to avoid soil erosion has significantly played a key role in
ensuring a habitable environment for the communities.

We welcome all vistors from
the 47 counties of Kenya and
the international tourists to
Vihiga County.
The infrastructure network
in Vihiga is topnotch, please
make use of our roads to
visit our many attractions
throughout the County such as
Mungoma hills, Kaimosi forest,
Abasiekwe rain makers of
Bunyore, experience the Tiriki
and the Terriks culture among
many others.
I want to take this opportunity
to especially commend our
women in vihiga who are
extremely gifted and quite
industrious in various trades
such as pottery, weaving and
making products from our
Elizabeth Akaranga
natural materials like banana
The First Lady Vihiga County Government
fibre, animal skin and sisal
Patron Miss Tourism Kenya 2016
fibre.
I encourage all of you to support our women and buy the many products that they make.
I would also like to encourage the people living around our attraction sites to make good
use of what they have. For instance, let them form groups that entertain visitors and act as
tour guides. This will encourage income generation and reduce the economic dependence.
Vihiga is a land of variety, we have youths gifted in football; in fact Joe kadenge comes
from the County. We also have many rugby players coming from this County and this is
proof that the youth have the potential to participate and positively influence a sustainable
tourism industry. We have something for everyone and I take this chance to welcome all to
come and see the diversity that Vihiga County has to offer.

Natural forests such as the Kaimosi and Kibiri forests are the home to a variety of bird species,
reptiles and monkeys and showcases the efforts of our people towards nature preservation.
Further, Kaimosi forest is not just your typical forest; the Congo forest is the extension of Kaimosi
forest.
Our rich culture and traditions make for very fascinating experiences for visitors. Imagine
spending a day with the rainmakers of Bunyore, or spending time with the traditional circumcision
elders, getting to know the Tiriki and the Terrik’s circumcision rites, the cultural dances among
other activities.
Vihiga County invites you all to come and experience a rural setting kind of tourism that’s different
with a twist but is sure to leave you captivated.
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Welcome to Vihiga County
Tourism is referred to as an industry
because of its power to boost the economy of a nation. It is an important sector
in the Kenyan economy contributing
significantly over the years to our Gross
Domestic
Product (GDP).
There has however been a decline in this
once robust sector and the devastating
ripple effects have been felt by many who
depend on tourism for their livelihood
either directly in the tourism sector and
indirectly in the agriculture, service and
manufacturing sectors.
The United Nations World Tourism Organization 2014 Highlights indicate that
the number of international tourists visiting Kenya dropped by 11.5% since 2012.

Ms Ebby Chimbilu Omido,

Minister for Industrialization Trade and Tourism
(Vihiga County Government)

The Kenya Tourism Board and other key
stakeholders are gearing up to tackle this
issue and aggressively revive the Kenyan
Tourism industry through intensified
marketing.
We in Vihiga County are working hard to explore the untapped tourism potential by highlighting
the unkown sites yet great attractions. Each County has an aspect which if developed, has the capacity to attract various types of tourists. Vihiga County is not only endowed with beautiful landscapes,
a stunning array of flora and fauna plus a host of other natural resources it also has a great population of creative innovators who have great ideas.
Vihiga County has peaceful people and security is guaranteed. This is perhaps the most important
aspect in attracting and retaining a robust visitor base. Travel advisories against Kenya would be a
thing of the past if indeed we stopped politicking and instead beefed up security nationwide. Take a
leaf from a nation like Jordan, which is surrounded by countries facing political instability and conflicts, yet, with efforts to actively enforce sound security policies plus efficient international cooperation, more stability is being witnessed in their industries.
His Excellency the Governor of Vihiga County, Moses Akaranga, has made sure that the County has
good and improved infrastructure. You are able to get to all our attractions and to any part of the
County by road.
The County has a fairly good number of hotels and boosted by homestays, there is more than
enough accommodation facilities as well as other important amenities that tourists enjoy. To truly
relax and enjoy themselves, each visitor wants to know they are not only in a safe place, but can also
easily communicate to friends and family back home and won’t have an unplanned off road experience on an expected tarmac road.
6

With close to a million tourists visiting Kenya annually, Vihiga County is geared to benefit from
this pie by investing in tourism facilities, marketing the many unidentified tourist sites and positioning the County through the Western Kenya tourist circuit.
Sports tourism is also being explored with the realization that Vihiga County is a source of
champions. The County boasts of a protracted and flowery record of feeding the national Rugby
sevens team with versatile players, who have brought home success for many decades now.
Majority of Sevens players participating in International tournaments are from Vihiga County.
Some of these include; Captain Andrew Amonde, Vice Captain Collins Injera, players, Humphrey Kayange, Oscar Ayodi, Biko Adema and Felix Ayanje.
Vihiga County boasts of a number of upcoming towns. We have Luanda, Majengo, Mbale,
Chavakali, Kaimosi and hundreds of shopping centres. These are thriving towns lying in the
midst of green rolling hills of Vihiga. The County has the highest number of home stay accommodations, owned by the local community. Our people are peaceful and friendly therefore your
comfort is guaranteed. While in Vihiga you will be home away from home.
Vihiga County is a flourishing financial hub with at least (8) banks. These include Barclays Bank,
Family Bank, Equity Bank, Kenya Commercial Bank, National Bank, Post Bank, Rafiki micro
finance Bank, Co-Operative Bank among many other micro financing banks. When at vihiga you
can transact easily.
Health comes first in this County.
And we have a number of health facilities readilly available. We have Mbale District Hospital,
Mudete Eye hospital:- the only of its kind in Western Kenya region, among many other private
hospitals. The County has over 15 health centers and 40 dispensaries.
I’m a mother and I know women play a
very big role in regards to development.
I encourage all of you to support our
women in entrepreneurial endeavors.
Le us conserve the environment and
form groups that entertain visitors while
our young adults employthemselves as
tour guides
Through tourism we can all get an income. We have many attractions, and it’s
time we start to exploit what we own.

Ms Rhoda Mbandu

Chief Officer
Ministry of Industrialization,
Trade and Tourism
(Vihiga County Government)
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What makes tourism different from many other
services is that the supplier stays where he is and the
tourist comes to the supplier.
Tourism can thus play a key role in poverty alleviation, bringing jobs for unskilled or semi-skilled
workers in hotels, resorts, as well as encouraging job
creation in supply industries.

We need to strongly consider reviving the overnight
passenger train service between Kisumu to Nairobi
through to Mombasa which used to be known as the
Iron Snake of Kenya.
Vihiga County has aggressively started tourism
campaigns. We train the youth to become our tourist ambassadors through holding tourism seminars
and offering our County locations with facilities to
promote foreign film productions in the country.
Constant marketing is absolutely critical to be seen as
well as heard.

As Miss Tourism Vihiga County 2016, working
through the Ministry of Industrialization, Trade and
Tourism, we want to take tourism in our County to
a whole new level and harness the huge potential
this area holds to grow our economy.

I request the National Government to allocate more
funding to grow domestic tourism which offers significant scope for economic growth.

My suggestion to the youth of Vihiga is to make use
of this opportunity. Tourism is a money spinner but
we are simply letting opportunities slip from our
hands. The just ended Miss Tourism Kenya Finals
2016 held in our County, opened massive doors
for us. All the 47 Counties of Kenya have seen our
attractions, ate our finger licking food and enjoyed
our rich culture.

Victorine Imelda Alindi,

Miss Tourism Vihiga County 2016
8

To generate greater value from domestic tourism, the government should unlock growth
points like school based tourism, targeting
Co-operatives, Chamas, sports tourism amongst
others. Education and awareness campaigns
should also be held across the country to address
the lack of a tourism culture amongst Kenyans.

Sound infrastructure is equally important for the
dispersal of tourists beyond major gateways. We
have a perfect road network, you will not experience
a bumpy ride with potholes, a punctured tire or an
aching back while on your way to our attractions.

9
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The name Vihiga explains it all. The rocky Valleys and the ever green weather conditions define
Vihiga. It is an 8 hour drive from Nairobi, the capital city of Kenya.
The dramatic granite hills of Vihiga offer excellent rock climbing abilities, from easy routes of
Luanda to the more challenging kerongo through to the Maragoli hills.
Vihiga County is full of attractions and a home to the only existing old age and underground
cave found in western Kenya, Mungoma cave.
A few kilometers from Mungoma cave, you stretch into the Kaimosi forest which is the county’s
water tower and the heart beat of Vihiga County.
Its springs support the ecosystem and it has given life to many generations and it guarantees
that our future if taken care of. Kaimosi forest is home to a variety of bird species, reptiles and
monkeys.
Visit Kaimosi forest to see a variety of monkeys that include the blue monkey, L’hoest’s monkey,
red tailed monkey, black and white Columbus, the peoples preserved culture among other attractions.
Imagine spending a day with the rainmakers of Bunyore, or spending time with the traditional
circumcision elders, getting to know the Tiriki and the Terrik’s circumcision rites, the cultural
dances among other activities.
Vihiga County is known for its rich culture and traditional belief system.
These ceremonies make for very captivating experiences for visitors.

LUCINDA the Poet
Vihiga County awaits with a symphony of sights and sounds, which will ignite your senses and stimulate your
imagination.
The rich tapestry of Vihiga County include (7) seven major tribes among tens of clans, the most famous being
the Maragoli, the Banyore, the Tiriki and the Terrik.
Most guests visiting the County get a rare opportunity to enjoy the culture and indulge in the peoples lifestyle.
You don’t have to sacrifice comfort to explore! We have a number of good hotels in the County and above all
hundreds of quality home stays available with the local community. You will be home away from home.

HILDA the tourism Ambassador
10

There is no substitute to experience; our friendly and experienced guides serve as your lecturers while on tour.
Our local cuisine is rich with all the ingredients a healthy person may need. Locally grown foods tend to be
fresher and tastier that many guests will put aside table spoons and practice our local eating style.
Our meals are not only healthy but very delicious and a reason to make our guests finger lick.
Envision spending a night around a bonfire with cultural elders; this simply means you will get first hand
information on our communities’ culture.
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Foot steps of Jesus:
One of the best ways to counteract the residual effects of life in the fast lane is to reconnect and rejuvenate
by embracing tranquillity to refresh the mind, body and soul through tourism. From the tropical coastline
of Mombasa to the Safari paradise of the Maasai Mara and now the Vihiga circuit, you will experience the
best of Kenya’s welcoming warmth and amazing generosity.
There are various activities that take place across the Maragoli hills to Givavei surface caves, the Gamalenga
cultural centre and at Mung’oma cave. A tour to either of this destinations will help you escape the hustle
bustle of everyday life and provide you with a refreshing yet fun and relaxing atmosphere. Activities such as
rock climbing, camping, giant swings coupled with other enchanting games serve as a platform where work
relationships and teamwork can be enhanced and overall improvement of productivity.
The ministry of tourism incorporate team building efforts with lessons discernible from our good County
Vihiga, which are very similar to any other part of the world. Numerous sites and locations hitherto explored still maintain their pristine and picturesque nature and provide opportunity for group bonding and
stress relief. The locations are carefully chosen to induce certain lessons outside a classroom or a seminar
structure facility. Numerous team building efforts have been invented.
The aim is to get group cohesion, “break-ice” and develop team spirit in organizations. As a County, we are
on the forefront of this attempt at team building, stress management through tourism and camping activities
and at the same time protecting our environment.
The everyday routine of life and human resource interactions poses challenges to organizational output and
to everyone in general. It is important to note that in these lean times, other motivating factors other than
money ought to be explored to stimulate employees and employers to achieve both tactical and strategic
goals and above all to avoid professional burn out.
The closed up “city life” leaves little or no room for interpersonal skills development, stress relief and an
opportunity to relax with relatives, friends and workmates. Vihiga is the place to heal. It is your destination
of choice. Come join us for a fun weekend of rock climbing, camping and companionship among the rocky
mountains and crags of the Vihiga County! Whether you are a beginner or an experienced climber, Vihiga
County offers something for everyone.
With high guide-client ratios, you’ll spend plenty of time up on the granite rocks, while receiving focused
attention for improving your climbing technique & technical skills. Our tourism Ambassadors will guide
you with access to more than 10 different climbing locations including the famous Mung’oma caves, Givavei
surface caves and the surrounding rocks of Maragoli hills. Top-roping or multi-pitch routes are all possibilities.This spectacular area is perfect for teaching and creating intimate, personalized experiences. Our crew
and guides are professionals, highly experienced, and hold certifications commensurate with the level of
guiding they provide and of course they are enjoyable people to be around! All have spent years perfecting
their skills in and around the rocks and look forward to not only teaching and guiding you in these spectacular locations, but also know you as well.
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rom a distance, the rocky patch of Matsigulu
seem ordinary. Its lacerated, parched surface,
with gaping cracks appear to have little to
offer but behind this is a cryptic maze of
indecipherable writings etched on the surface. The
unexplained inscriptions make the defiant rock almost
mythical. The foot-like imprints similar in size to those
of human beings clearly showing from the surface
increase the enigma. The marks have puzzled many
and stirred the sleepy Matsigulu Village in Vihiga
County into a frenzied curiosity and awe. Visitors have
come from far and wide to gaze at the footmarks and
the baffling writings.

Key Attractions
At the surface are human-like imprints that baffle
many visitors. It is a common pilgrim destination for
Christians from different churches who have turned
the place into a worship centre. There is a hive of
activity at the farm during Easter and Christmas
holidays where the rock formation is situated. There is
an intention to build a church near the rock.
Local clergy say that drawings of a lock and key at the
edge of the rock show that the place is sacred. It is
said that sometimes people struck by misfortunes and
those faced with problems come here to pray and find
solace especially during drought when church elders
come to offer prayers at the site. It is alleged that
people’s prayers are usually answered.
Next to the foot prints, writings and lock and key is yet
another strange-looking rock in the shape of a coffin.
The six-foot rock is securely perched on a smaller one
and propped like a real coffin. Villagers in Matsigulu
revere it because of the shape and believe anybody
trying to tamper with it could be stretching his luck a
bit too far.

13

History
In 2009, villagers claim a stone mason in the
village was struck by an unexplained illness when
he attempted to break the rock for construction.
The mason is said to have been bedridden for six
months with a swollen stomach and only recovered
after religious leaders were called in to pray for
him. It is believed the mason had been warned
in a dream not to smash the rock because it was
somebody’s tomb.

Getting There
Matsigulu Mystery Rocks are situated on a five-acre
farm in Givere, South Maragoli in Mbale, Vihiga
County belonging to Mzee Gerry Musera, a retired
police officer and now farmer.
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GIVAVEI SURFACE CAVES
In the opposite sub county of Hamisi is the Givavei cave waiting for you to discover it. Unlike the
underground cave of Mungoma, the Givavei cave sits on the surface.
The enormous and spherically assembled granite rocks surround the concave. Without a doubt, the
very sight of this cave is a piece of marvel.
It is this alluring magnificence that invites you to its conquest. From the giant rocks sitting on the
sideways of the entrance, get treated to spectacular aerial views of the larger parts of Vihiga and the
bordering Nandi and Kisumu Counties.
Inside the cave, take a seat on the massively large stones, immerse yourself in this stunning network
of rocks or just relax and take in the sparkle of the flora sprouting generously outside of the caves.
Lucky for you if there is a downpour, ignite your soul to the music of the rainfall through the stones.

At
Vihiga County,
we have a perfect road network.
A bumpy ride with potholes, a punctured tire
and aching back only to reach a destination is no good.
14
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Tourist spot of great cultural
importance attracts visitors from
far and wide.

MUNGOMA CAVES

T

he Mungoma Caves in Vihiga County are
a sight to behold. Tucked in the remote
village of Vigulu, the caves are made up
of several enormous boulders lumped
together, leaving hollow winding openings
inside.
A walk through these openings takes close to
one hour. But the darkness in the caves will
scare the faint-hearted, so visitors are always
advised to carry a spotlight to have a clear sight
of this intriguing natural wonder.
The caves are revered in the larger Vihiga for
their tremendous cultural significance. The
site offers a sneak peek into the history of the
Maragoli, a sub-tribe of the Luhya people.
The rocks serve as an enduring link between the
people and their past. Two Maragoli traditional
huts have been erected at the foot of the rocks
to symbolise that the founders of the Maragoli
tribe once inhabited the place.
Indeed, the caves are considered a shrine of the
Maragoli. The place is called (Hango humulogoli
) The home of Mulogoli. The Maragoli believe that
the founder of the sub-tribe, who was known as
Mulogoli, lived here for a long time.
It is said that Mulogoli had four children who
were born and brought up in the caves before
they migrated to various parts of Vihiga County.

Luanda is home to the famous rainmakers. The father of the Banyore sub-tribe, Anyole, is credited
with being the first rain-maker.
It is believed that the rainmakers have the abilities to provoke rainfall at the same time control rain
when floods occur.
The gift of provoking rain was passed down through the elders of the Abasiekwe Clan.
The legacy of the rainmakers is so articulated that the late President Jomo Kenyatta pleaded with
them to end a drought in 1973.
In their honor, the Government of Kenya has established a meteorological station at Esibila with a
radio frequency that broadcasts weather patterns.
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Kaimosi and Kibiri Rainforests

At Kaimosi forest, you get an ideal eco forest tour. Enjoy sensational nature walks,
picnics, cycling and team-building activities in Kaimosi and Kibiri forests which
are part of the last remnants of the Congo
tropical rainforest ecosystem.
These forests feature some of the oldest
hardwood and softwood trees in the region. Kaimosi forest is home to unique
species of birds, snakes, butterflies, monkeys among other characteristic rainforest
species.
Over 300 species of birds have been recorded, with 9 species endemic to the
ecosystem.
Insects and other arthropods are abundant
and are quite spectacular, such as the Goliath beetles, spiders, and over 400 species of
butterflies.
Kaimosi forest is the only tropical forest to
have rain around the year, a natural bounty
that supplements the streams.
Further, Kaimosi is not just your typical
forest; it is home to a number of institutions key among them, the recently opened
Kaimosi University right in the heart of the
forest.
Kaimosi forest is the County’s water tower
and the heart beat of Vihiga County.
Its springs support the ecosystem and it
has given life to many generations.
It guarantees our future if taken care of.
This makes it an ideal model for sustainable development within a forest ecosystem
without actually destroying it.
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The Untammed Reptiles of Kaimosi Forest
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Tiriki cultural circumcision
This year’s Tiriki cultural circumcision will not face traditional
rivalry and violence because two competing factions have
merged.
Elders in Shiru ward, Hamisi, Vihiga County, managed to
arrange a truce and even cooperation.
The two factions of the Tiriki usually fight during circumcision
over how to conduct the ceremony.
“Shiru is the hub of Tiriki culture and this is where this
wonderful cultural activity takes place.
Tirikis circumcise boys from the age of 12, every five years.
They are divided into two factions: a traditional one known
as Tiriki Msituni and a Christian-based one called Vanusu,
meaning ‘not complete’.
The Tiriki culture is heavily borrowed from the Terrik and
Nandi, despite their Luhya language.
During circumcision, Tirrikis perform all their rituals in the
Kalenjin culture and language.
The Msituni circumcised boys wear animal skins during the
30 days of healing and stay in makeshift huts while at the
forest.
They are not allowed to interact with the outside world. The
boys do not use any metallic or plastic object for eating, and
instead use calabashes. They do not sleep on mattresses or
cover themselves with sheets. They sleep on banana leaves
and cover themselves with animal skins.
22

Inititiation ceremony
This is a ceremony held
to prepare young boys for
adulthood. Initiation of boys
was done in different ways.
most communities in Vihiga
County initiated boys through
circumcision. Circumcision is a
painful operation. It was meant
to teach the initiates to endure
pain in life. The ceremony
brought the community together
to celebrate.
The community was happy
because the boys were now
brave and ready to defend
their community. During the
ceremony people drunk, ate and
danced to welcome the boys
to adulthood. Immediatly after
circumcision, the boys were put
in seclusion either at home or
in the forest for a month. They
were assigned special guides
called mutili who taught them
many things.

Traditional liquor, busaa, is brewed in every home where a Tiriki boy is circumcised. Women are not
allowed to be on sight or even get close to the circumcised boys.
For the Vanusu faction, the boys are not taken far from home. Although they do not interact with
women as well. Vanusu boys enjoy the comfort of bed sheets and various entertainments.
The rivalry between the Msituni and Vanusu factions is evident through messages in their songs.
The two groups usually fight when they meet, and this is why elders are looking for a solution to stop
the revelry. They are not forcing either group to unite, but want them to willingly cooperate.
The two factions are free to exercise their different cultures under one umbrella.
After a couple of weeks in the forest, the boys and the elders return to the village in their masks and
cow-hide clothing to dance again with their families and community.
The boys who have healed will dance, while the ones who are still healing just walk. But, I believe
there is some kind of symbolism in that their costumes are all the same and you cannot distinguish
one boy from the next, except that their families will tie identities to their masks and cow-hides so
that they can find their own and dance with them.

Among the lessons taught
include;
Moral values,
Their duties as adults and
How to prepare for marriage.

23
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Traditional food
The people of Vihiga County are synonymous with a blend of traditional foods. Indisputably, food forms a defiant part of their culture. The famous Obusuma, which is ugali
made with cassava, maize or millet flour forms their staple food.
Naturally, you are likely to enjoy a serving of Obusuma with Tsisindu (quail bird) or traditionally reared chicken. The people of Vihiga have a number of traditional foods. These
include;
cooked cassava, fermented poridge, arrow roots are also a delicacy mostly enjoyed by the
youth.
Other traditional delicacies include Omushenye (mixture of boiled beans and boiled
sweet potatoes), amabere amatsatse/ Amavofu (sour milk), a variety of traditional vegetables among others.
The people are also known to make their own spices and traditional medicine from natural herbs. The local cuisine is rich with all the ingredients that constitute a healthy diet
which a person needs.
Locally grown foods tend to be fresher and tastier and many guests opt to put aside table
spoons and practice our local eating style.

24
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• Soghum / Millet Ugali (Uvuchima / Vusuma)
• Beans and Maize (Amahengere)
• Mashed Beans and Potatoes (Umeshenye/
Umukenye)
• Mashed Bananas (Emere)
• Cooked unpeeled bananas (Imbaruka)
• Smooth green Vegetables (Umutere)
• Bitter green Vegetables (Kitiezo / Imiito)
• Mashed beans/ Ground nuts (Amajira /
Omuduya)
• Ground nuts mixed with Sim-sim (Umunyovo)
• Roasted cassava (Umwogo umusambe)
• Greens harvested from swamps (Obera)
• Greens for the elderly (Ikingayangaya)
• Greens mixed with pumkin (Ikigangurwa)
• Wondering jew (Irinyoronyoro)
• Wild Greens (Izimboga / Tsimboga)
• Arrow roots (Ambwoni/ Amapwoni)
• Yams (Ikishima/ Esishima)
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CULTURAL DRESSING
People of Vihiga County had a unique
way of dressing in comparison to other
Luhya communities.
They wore clothes in order to protect
their bodies from heat, cold, insect bites,
thorns and stinging plants. Clothes also
covered their nakedness.
In the past, they made simple clothes
called Shivunguyu / Eshivoya. These
clothes were made from grass, banana
leaves, banana fibre and sisal.
They were mainly worn around the waist.
They also made shoes and sandals from
tree backs.
Men wore different clothes from women.
Leaders of various communities in the
county such as chiefs, medicine men and
religious leaders wore special clothes and
hats.
In most cases they would wear clothes
and hats made from animal skins. For
women, they would wear necklaces, earrings and bangles. This made it easy to
identify them in the society
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Preserved cultural utensils /Artefacts

Despite being rated as the second smallest County in Kenya, make no mistake,
Vihiga County boasts of a long history of preserved culture and a unique blend of
tourism. Adorned with hilly, undulating stones and valleys, this County’s distinctive features sets it apart from other Kenyan counties whose economies are supported largely by tourism business. Considered as a rural tourism destination with
agriculture based activities,Vihiga County has made notable strides in preserving
its natural environment.
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VIHIGA COUNTY
TOURISM
AMBASSADORS

The Vihiga County Tourism Ambassadors, trained to conduct campaigns around the county and
beyond through talks, seminars, research projects, outreaches, film and other activities. The Ambassadors have capacity building initiatives and youth empowerment tools for information dissemination. They have been used to produce a number of tourism marketing films. This campaign is not
just aimed at boosting the County’s economy but it is an initiative that will show case the brains that
come with beauty.
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Traditional dances
Vihiga is bursting with a wealth of culture.This is evident in a multitude of their traditional music and
dances which bear important cultural messages.The blend of music is diverse and it cuts across all
generations and different social groups of all ages and sexes.

The traditional songs range from:
Thanks giving songs for a good harvest,
Newborn songs to welcome a new born baby in the community,
Weddings songs that encourage newly weds to take care of one another for the rest of their lives,
Burial songs that bid the dead farewell and wish them well in the next world,
Circumcision songs that encourage the initiates to be brave.
The songs vary in lyrics and instrumentation. Different songs and dances are performed during
various occasions. Musical instruments are also varied and range from the popular Isikuti (small
drum), the Ingoma (large drum), the Obukhana (harp), the eshiriri (flute), the litungu among others.
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Most rugby courses are located
within easy reach of other
major tourist attractions. The
weather in Vihiga County is
ideal for players all year round.
On occasion you might need a
sweater or a jersey but will usually play in a polo shirt.

Vihiga County a perfect Rugby destination

There are 12 hours of daylight
and depending on the season, 9
to 10 hours of sunshine. When
it does rain, it usually falls before 10am and after 5pm.
A game of rugby does not always mean leaving the county’s
famous bird and butterflies
watching behind.

Rugby made in Vihiga County
Did you know that Vihiga County boasts of a
protracted and flowery record of feeding the national Rugby sevens team with versatile players,
who brought home success for many decades
now.
Seven players who always participate in International tournaments are from Vihiga County.
Captain Andrew Amonde, vice captain Collins
Injera, Humphrey Kayange, Oscar Ayodi, Biko
Adema and Felix Ayanje.
Vihiga County has long been considered one
of the world’s greatest hub for rugby players.
Currently more and more traveling rugby players are now privately coming to our beautiful
county.

Rugby in Vihiga County offers the chance to
relax and unwind in natural surroundings
while participating in a highly competitive
and skilled game.
For rugby players seeking a diverse range of
Rugby courses, combined with world-class
players and service, Vihiga County is the
perfect choice.

A round Kaimosi rugby course
there is Kaimosi forest nature
walk in itself, with a remarkable profusion of flora and
fauna on and around, which
are designed using the natural
landscape.
Beyond the fairways you don’t have to move far to discover a world of safari opportunities. Vihiga County offers the visitor an endless choice of activity for adventure or relaxation. It is possible to combine your rugby holiday with the best rock hiking safaris in Kenya, or with relaxing
on stunning tropical sunshine as you enjoy the people’s culture.
The county boasts of a number of upcoming towns. We have Luanda, Majengo, Mbale Chavakali
Kaimosi and hundreds of shopping centres. These are thriving towns lying in the midst of green
rolling hills; The County has the highest number of home stay accommodations. Our people are
peaceful and friendly therefore your comfort is guaranteed. The green hills and fertile highlands
around Vihiga County are home to lush, bird rich forests and tracts of farmland. This makes
vihiga County a perfect rugby destination.

We have 12 Rugby playing grounds, of which
4 are used for championship events. The surrounding of our rugby courses are varied as
lush forests, Beautiful valleys, Granite rocks on
most of the valleys and hills and above all the
people’s culture.
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Vihiga: Victorine Alindi Ojina

Uasin Ngishu: Kezia Laura

Bungoma: Catherine Sabina

Kisumu: Juliet Mercy Awino

Trans Nzoia: Rachael Chebet

Nandi: Zitah Jimoi Jepkemboi
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Busia: Leah Oscar Otsyula

Kakamega: Ivy Marina

Homa Bay: Wendy Rabellah Omollo

Migori: Edith Owido Knight

Siaya: Dorothy Awino Oina

Bomet: Winnie Rop Chepng’etich
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RULES OF KENYA

HEALTHY TRAVEL TIPS
How to reach your destination feeling fresh and relaxed. Get a good night’s sleep before
you travel, eat a light meal and take some light exercise before arriving at the terminal.

• In case of any criminal offence, one should seek legal advice. Kenya’s judicial system
is based on the British model. All cases are addressed at the court.

1. DRESS DOWN

• It is an integral part of Kenyan tradition that the head of the community or the head
of state should enjoy a huge status and command absolute obedience. Only the presidential press unit is allowed to film and take pictures of the President.

2. UNDER PRESSURE?

• Visitors are not allowed to take photos of State house and Military installations.
When traveling, the president is usually transported in a convoy of official government cars, and the moment the cavalcade appears everyone is required to pull as far
off the road and to remain there until the convoy has disappeared.
• Like anywhere else, our national flag acts in defense of our nation and when it is
either raised or lowered, everyone is required to stand still. We also stand when the
national anthem is being played.
• Kenyans are known to be welcoming but very proud people, and will always want to
be appreciated.
• Kenyans do shake- wave hands all the time when they meet friends or visitors. One
may feel ignored when you don’t do so.

Wear loose comfortable clothing and shoes that are not too restrictive. remove contact
lenses and apply skin moisturizer and lip balm.
Occasionally your ears may feel blocked during takeoff and landing. To help ease the
pressure, chew a gum or yawn.

3. KEEP MOVING

Keeps your circulation going by standing up and walking in the aisle when possible? By
carrying out some simple stretching exercises in your seat every few hours you will feel
much fresher on arrival. Flex different muscles in your feet, legs, arms shoulders and
neck. Sluggish circulation causes tiredness, muscles cramps and water retention. Cause of
swollen feet. It can also result in blood clouts, which can be dangerous if they move to a
vital organ.

4. EAT RIGHT

Eat a light, well balanced meal before you travel and a smaller helping than usual on the
air craft. Avoid too much salt, sugar and dairy products-and also try to steer clear of fizzy
drinks and gaseous food. Moderate your intake of alcohol, tea and coffee. And drink lots
of water throughout the flight. Eating and drinking in excess, or consuming the wrong
kinds of food, can lead to indigestion and uncomfortable bloating.

• Most visitors will always want to keep records when they visit or tour a new place.
It is considered courteous to ask when you want to take pictures especially those of
people. Naughty people may take advantage of that and may want to be compensated
by demanding for payment.

5. STAY FOCUSED

• Kiswahili is the national language, and English on the other hand is the official
language. Many Kenyans have studied other languages; French being the third mostly
spoken language

6. WATCH YOUR BODY CLOCK

It is a criminal offence to tear a bank note, to hire a child prostitute, buy or take
drugs, poach or sell wildlife products.
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If you are prone to motion sickness during takeoff, landing or in event of turbulence,
focus on a fixed object. Some people believe that applying pressure on your earlobes can
reduce nausea.
When travelling across time zones your body’s sleep rhythms can become disrupted,
leading to insomnia, loss of appetite and fatigue. Prepare your body clock by getting a
good night’s sleep before your flight. Try to give yourself a couple of relaxed days to adjust a new night and day cycles when you arrive. On quick trips, try to adjust your eating
and sleeping pattern before leaving home
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FIRST AID KIT
A basic first aid kit including a manual from the Red Cross should always be carried in the vehicle and updated as items are used so the kit is always intact. Bushwalkers should carry as many of
the following items as possible items such as:
         •  Antiseptic fluid (Betadine / Dettol)
         •  Antiseptic cream
         •  Eye bath and eye stream drops
         •  Assorted Elastoplasts
         •  Sterile strip wound closures.
         •  Elastic and crepe bandages for sprains
and snake bites.
         •  Sterile gauze bandages.
         •  Adhesive tape, cotton wool tissues.
         •  Scissors, safety pins.
         •  Thermometer.
         •  Fine point tweezers.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
SPEND WISELY

As a consumer, you can help discourage the destruction of natural resources. Check for instance that
African hard wood is from sustainable resources. Avoid wild life products, such as coral, tortoise
shells and ivory, many of which are either illegal or help to perpetuate a destructive trade.

TRAVEL WISELY

Choose tourist destination and operators that are making a demonstratable contribution to the wellbeing of their environmental community. Don’t be afraid to ask hard questions
-Where does your waste go?
-Where does for firewood come from?
-How does your community benefit from your enterprise?

GIVE SOMETHING BACK

If you have enjoyed your visit to a country, consider making a longer lasting contribution through a
local charity or a not for profit organisation. Find out where your money goes, get involved and make
contacts with the local people. If you have time and skills to donate, signup-volunteers schemes are
legion.

TEN WAYS TO TELL IF YOUR HOTEL/LODGE IS REALLY AN ECO-LODGE

•  Ask the hotel owner if they have a written policy regarding the environment and local people. If it is
not written down then it probably means they are not taking it seriously

•

Ask them to describe a single contribution to conservation or mention a few local people that they are
most proud of.

• Ask them how they measure their contribution to conservation and towards empowering the local

FACE TO FACE

It’s easy to comment from the sideline-too many outsiders know everything about Africa without ever
knowing an African. As a visitor, try to live the tourist or business bubble and talk to the local people.
Find out about their lives, their concerns, their views on the environment. A few local greeting will oil
the wheels. Breakdown some barriers-we are all in this together.

LIVE SUSTAINABLY

•

Global warming is a worldwide problem (The clue is in the name). Wherever you live, your lifestyle is
in some way collected to the African environment. So do your bit by reducing your own carbon foot
print-turn off taps, insulate your home, switch to green energy, use low energy light bulbs and leave
your car behind.

•

Going Green

communities.

Politely inquire from the lodge/Hotel owner about how many local people they have employed, find
out what percentage of them are in management positions.
Ask them what they have specifically done to help protect the environment and support conservation,
and which local charities they work with.

•  Ask them what percentage of produce and services are sourced from within 25kms of the Hotel /
lodge.

•

Ask them how they treat waste water (for example, coral and various wildlife is being destroyed by
the hotels pumping effluent out to water reserves, springs and sea) and how they heat their hotel rooms.
(Solar is better than firewood)

Global warming affects us all- it is vital that we all do what we can to reduce
harmful green house gases, running our business and homes in a more sustainable manner. Going green is also good for your pocket-so while you can
take justified pride in taking an ethically responsible attitude, you can also
save costs and boost your profits.

•  Ask them what information and advice is provided to tourists on local cultures and customs.
• Ask them if they employ guides from the local community (local guides not only provide unmatched

insights into local cultures, but are also aware of areas and behavior that might cause offence among local
people)

•

Ask them for ideas on how you might get involved with the local people and conservation in a worthwhile way for you and the destination
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TOURISM IN KENYA
Kenya’s history dates back to the Stone Age, early settlement and migrations brought in diverse cultural influences. Slowly various language groups were formed, each group developed its own religion, tradition, government and ruling system which dictated its way of life, trade and occupation.
The white settlers came in the early 1800s.the fight for the liberation gave birth to the mau mau freedom fighters. Kenya gained independence in 1963 and Jomo Kenyatta was Kenya’s first president.
THE SLOGAN HARAMBEE
Swahili saying for let’s put all together was given to Kenya workers for the purpose of national purposes of national development. The policy of the regionalism ended and the central government offices were established
in Nairobi.
Although it has experienced its share of internal and external strife, Kenya in recent years has been moving
toward a more stable, multi-party political system.
THE HERITAGE.
Kenya is rich in culture and heritage. Coastal Kenya especially, has numerous archaeological sites and monuments. Their unique and striking architectural designs are the results of diverse influences over the ages. Some
notable ones like the Tana River delta settlement sites, Ungwana, shaka and mwana, grew as a result of contact
between local inhabitants with Persian and Arabic culture.
This unique interaction evolved into a distinctive civilization, referred to as the Swahili civilization, which
extend along the eastern African coast from Mogadishu in the north to Mozambique in the south, including
both Comoros and the Madagascan islands.
The ruins of these once thriving cavitations are located at the Tana River, along the Kenyan coast at kipini,
south-east across the north end of Formosa or ungwana bay. The heritage of Kenya is well documented in its
museums.
PEOPLE AND THEIR CULTURE.
There are 49 different ethnic groups in Kenya The main groups are the Bantus who migrated from the western
Africa, the Nilotic people who originated from Sudan and the hermitic group, who were mainly pastoral tribes
from Ethiopia and Somalia. Other main tribes are kikuyu, Meru, Kalenjin, Luhya, Luo, Kissi, Kamba,Swahili,
Massai and Turukana. Kenya’s official language is English. The national language is Swahili. Both languages are
taught throughout the country. The majority of the populations are Christians. Muslims makes up to 20% of
the population and are found in the coastal area and in the eastern side of the country.
The rest are a combination of other minority religions such as the Hindus Buddhism and those who follow
their ancestral tribal believes.
ART AND CRAFT
Several art galleries throughout the country showcase the works of ancient and contemporary artists though
out the year around. Kenya’s lucrative tourist marketers also provoked large scale production of commercial
art facts. Items provided for this market are sisal baskets, elephant hair bracelets, massai beads jewelry, musical
instruments, silver and gold jewelers, soapstone sculptures, wood carvings, tribal musk’s and massai figurines.
Paintings, prints and sculptures, batik clothes, and kangas, women’s wrap, round skirts with beautiful patens
with Kenyan proverbs printed on them and kikoi’s. A type of sarong for men is some items that are visible.
The main tourist centers have several such markets, which offer a great diversity of items.

MUSIC
Kenyan music shares a common heritage with the rest of Africa, even though each area has its own independence. Traditional African music is made up of different sounds. The rhythm of the drum is predominating
while the string, wind and shake instruments accompany. People become a third instrument by clapping,
stomping, singing and chanting. Each instrument plays a different rhythm idiophone, winker rattles, reed
box rattles, and seed shell rattles with a stick serving as a handler are used commonly. Percussive instruments
find highest expression in the use of mambranophones (drums with parchment heads). Harps of 5, 6, 7 and 8
strings are also used commonly. In Kenya, song is the characteristic musical expression. It plays a very important part in the lives of the people. There is hardly any song without dancing. Dance is another form of
communication with body language that consists of rhythmic movements of the legs, head, and shoulders and
in some groups, the hips.
CUISINE
Kenyan cuisine includes Ugali, Chapatti, Githeri, goat meat, Nyama choma, Stew, Samosa and Sukuma wiki.
Ugali is a maize meal which is simply cooked in boiling water until it has the same consistency and texture as
bread dough. It is often eaten with saucy meals and dishes that have gravy. Indian cuisine has greatly influenced Kenyan food and several Indian classics have become very typical Kenyan dishes. Githeri is a stew
made from maize and beans. It a hardly, filling dish to which many different vegetables and sometimes meat
is added. Goat meat is popular beef and is used in Nyama choma-meat roasted over wood or charcoal fire. At
the heart of every Kenyan, the meal is Sukuma wiki. It is a leaf cooked in beef flavored gravy. Fish such as the
Nile perch and tilapia are often eaten.
SPORTS
Kenyans are also pro active participants in sports ie football, rallying, rugby, cricket and boxing. But the country is famous for its dominance in cross country and long distance athletics, Kenya has also actively produced
champions in the Olympics and common wealth games in various distance relay events, especially marathon.

USEFUL TIPS ON ARRIVAL
VISAS
Most visitors to Kenya require a visa. Multiple and single entry visas are available. Applications can be made at any Kenya
high commission or embassy prior to travelling.
CURRENCY
The single entry visa, obtainable upon arrival is at a fee of USD 50.
VOLTAGE
All regions in Kenya are supplied with 240 volts AC. Using a three square pin, 13-15 amps type.
SECURITY
It is a very sensible precaution not to walk alone in isolated towns or beach areas, late in the evening or very early in the
morning. Generally avoid walking alone in darkness. Common sense maybe required preventing opportunistic theft.
DRINKING WATER
Unsafe water can be very dangerous to your health. Do not drink water direct from the tap. If you must, please boil
before you drink. We recommend you buy mineral water from recognized super markets. There are many fake untreated
brands of bottled water in the market. Seek advice from your tour guide.
VACCINATIONS
A number of vaccinations are recommended for visitors to Kenya kindly check with your travel clinic in advance
MEDICAL INSURANCE
Travelers to Kenya are recommended to obtain medical insurance prior to arrival. The government of Kenya will also not
cover any medical expenses incurred by visitors.
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The magnificent lion - Considered to be an African symbol of strength, power and all that is wild

The magnificent lion - Considered to be an African symbol of strength,
power and all that is wild, is getting faced out of the continent. The truth
is that the Africa’s lions today are in serious trouble. In the last 3 decades
our lions may have fallen by as much as 75% and it is believed that as few as
25,000 lions remain in the continent. Through conservation programmes on
the save the Lions, Experts say that much has been discovered, and human
wildlife conflict is the root cause to their dwindling in numbers. Kenya’s
wildlife population and the habitat that support it and more importantly the
perennial human wildlife conflict within parks and forests will continue unless measures are put in place to stop the killing of wildlife with a focus on
the lions. The two rebellious parties have led to the destruction of the ecosystem of many forests and game reserves. As the game fight for its survival
in search of meat, pasture and water, man at the same time kills the game,
cuts down trees generating soil erosion as he pollutes water resources as he
settles.
Man is destroying the natural resources at a very alarming rate. The intensive competition for limited water, food and mineral resources is the single
most important factor responsible for human wildlife conflict. Hundreds of
homesteads can be seen at a bird’s eye view.
These homesteads are right in the game park and year after year have always
changed the migration in and out for thousands of wild animals.
Kenya’s number two income generating sector (tourism) is at a danger of
collapsing.
Falling animal numbers put off tourists who instead visit other countries
where they feel that what they pay for is worthy. A combination of diverse
factors including pollution, population growth and poaching has left many
parks in a precarious situation and animal numbers dwindling drastically.
GSM links, researchers and other wildlife conservation organizations are
working together in monitoring and tracking of the endangered wildlife in
Kenya. The endangered wildlife includes the lion, elephant, bongo antelope,
rhino, African wild dog, cheetah, hyena and gravy’s zebra.
Elephants are ecologically important animals, which shape the ecosystem
where they recite.
Their presence is a key indicator of the health of the environment where
they do well, so do numerous other species in the ecosystem. The presence of
peaceful elephants indicates that all is well but when elephants are nervous,
they are indicators of some wider disturbance.
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Endangered Wildlife
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Hotels and Home stays in Vihiga County

T

he rising demand for accommodation in Vihiga County in the last half a
decade has registered a robust growth in the hospitality industry. The number
of hotels has impressively rose to compete with the ever growing business
sector. More recreational facilities have sprouted up and aggressive tourism
marketing has prompted the County to think outside the box. You don’t have to
sacrifice comfort to explore! Vihiga has a number of good hotels and above all
hundreds of quality home stays are available. You will be home away from home.
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Come camp with us in Vihiga County
Camping is an outdoor recreational activity. The participants leave urban areas, their
home region, or civilization and enjoy nature while spending one or several nights
outdoors, usually at a campsite, which may have cabins. Camping may involve the use
of a tent, a truck, a primitive structure, or no shelter at all.
Camping as a recreational activity became popular in the early 20th century. Campers frequent national parks, other publicly owned natural areas, and privately owned
campgrounds. Camping is also used as a cheap form of accommodation for people
attending large open air events, such as sporting meetings and music festivals. Organizers often provide a field and other basic amenities.
Camping is described as a range of activities. Survivalist campers set off with little
more than warm clothing for the cold night, boots, whereas recreational vehicle.
Travelers arrive equipped with their own lighting, heat, and patio furniture. Camping is often enjoyed in conjunction with activities, such as: hiking, tag of war, touring,
rock climbing, canoeing, mountain biking, swimming, fishing among other activities.
Camping may be combined with hiking either as backpacking or as a series of day
activities done from a central location. Our goal as the tourism department of Vihiga
County Government is to make your activities the best collection of shared knowledge
as we tour and camp together.
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Farm Produce of Vihiga County

The economy of Vihiga is predominantly agricultural with majority population making a livelihood
through farming.

Tuzuru Vihiga

Quail Farming in Vihiga County

In its efforts to steer the County towards development, The County Government of Vihiga has made
great strides in promoting growth in the agricultural sector to increase food security. The department
of agriculture is building capacity of farmers through extension services and animal welfare in order
to improve agricultural productivity.
One way of helping the farmers at the grass root level has been by facilitating markets. Fresh produce
markets and cattle markets have been set up in various wards within the County to facilitate small
scale and retail selling of produce.

Quail birds are a unique species among the many different
birds found in Vihiga County. They are small in size and
they belong to the Ostrich family. Though small in size,
Quails never fly.

Quail birds are a finger licking delicacy. Come to
Vihiga and dine with us.
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THE HISTORICAL KIDUNDU CHURCH

Acquaint yourself with religious tourism

Acquaint yourself with religious tourism in Vihiga County. With an elaborate network of Churches and also
being host to various Church Headquarters, such as The Friends church, the Pentecostal Assemblies of God,
PAG, The African Israel Church Nineveh and Church of God among others, this County has a long standing
and remarkable commitment to religion.
It is tempting to overlook one of
the oldest and once used to be the
National headquartered mainline churches as being buttered
outside Vihiga County, but these
also make a significant “return on
faith”.
The Friends church, which has
been in Vihiga County longer
than any other denomination
routinely, promotes to the faithful
its tercentenary shrines and holy
places.
Denominations such as Anglican Church, Methodist Church
in Vihiga, the Baptist Church
and Salvation Army also make
a significant return not just on
their historical footprints but
also multi-purpose convention
centre’s.

Pastor Gilbert Oyando
A teacher and the acting Deputy Principal at friends Bible College
Vihiga, gives invaluable insight into the oldest standing church in Vihiga. Located in Kidundu and locally known as Nemilembe Church,
this Church is officially known as Vihiga Meeting House. The church
was established by the Quaker missionaries who arrived in Kenya
around 1902 and headed to Kaimosi where they extended their missions in East Africa. Vihiga being one of the first places they started
of their work, they laid the foundation stone of this church in 1905.

Religious tourism, chiefly a form of tourism whereby people travel for pilgrimage, missionary, fellowship purposes is growing worldwide. World over, Christian sites of interest feature the historical footprints of Jesus of
Nazareth, the apostles, New Testament figures, early Christian, Oriental, Orthodox and Catholic sites, architectural treasures, Christian arts and artefacts.
In recent times, however, there has been an increase in the number of travelers opting for religious tourism.
Most people mistake religious tourism for visitation to a specific religious place, but it may include travelling
for friendship or a humanitarian cause as well,” Unlike earlier when people tended to consider pilgrimage only
after retirement, these days young generation also looks forward to visit the places of spiritual and religious
importance. With increasing facilities at pilgrimages and attractive tour packages, religious travel is attracting
the people from all age group especially 18 to 50.

Vihiga Meeting House church has been serving the friends of Vihiga
and all over Kenya. It has proved to be a conducive ground for hosting not just church meetings but also various social meetings of the
locals. Government officials, foreigners among others have gathered
in this church to host conferences, seminars and workshops. Many
Quakers have been coming to this church, including the Maragoli
and the larger constituents of the Friends church in the larger parts
of Kenya. Currently the Friends Bible College, right adjacent is the
caretaker of this church.
Next to the Church, you cannot fail to notice the Mugumo tree with
its obscure mass standing intricately in its full glory. Hanging steadily from the base of the tree is a rustic metal bar that served as a bell
to alert the flock that it is time to assemble for church. This tree is as
symbolic as it is revered among many communities in Kenya. Under
this tree, Friends gathered to commit their needs to a Supreme God.
Exploring the history of this church is like going back in a time
bomb. It gives you a deep understanding of one of the pioneer missionary works in the Western region of Kenya.
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“Religious tours attract a lot of attention from all age groups for diverse reasons. There are, of course, many
individuals travelling solely for spiritual purposes, wishing primarily to worship their choice of deity in person. Most of our travelers are young adults above the age of twenty five. Youngsters today are intelligent and
curious about the world.

This historic church has served the
society not just spiritually but in various other ways and Vihiga County is
privileged to be the home where this
great piece of history stands.

We hear of people losing faith in divinity and the youth today being a group without a God, but we find them
very dynamic and spiritually aware. They have wisdom enough to ask questions about religion and belief. They
love exploring new thoughts and ideas, and they are willing to travel to religious places to find out more about
them. Religious tours have something to offer for everyone, whether they are devout followers of a certain
religion or not.
Usually it depends on personal choice to visit a religious place but the trends shows that people are going to
both non-traditional pilgrimage destinations and to the most famous ones.
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DID YOU KNOW THAT
IT IS ONLY IN VIHIGA
COUNTY WHERE YOU
WILL FIND THE ANCIENT WATER DRIVEN
POSHO MILL?
WE THOUGHT YOU
SHOULD KNOW

Mzee Shadrack Obadi Ombima

Vihiga County is an
exotic land, in the far
reach of western Kenya,
a place of unbelievable
history, myth and legend. It is a place where
you will discover the
old age history.
When technology was
spreading to various
parts of Kenya, Vihiga
County in the western
Kenya region was not
left lagging behind. This
technology was passed
down during the construction of the East
African Railway.

Karandini Village in Tambua ward is amongst the
lucky villages to embrace the very first technology in the region. It is the home of the only existing ancient grain grinder. The hydro-operated
grinder has been run and managed by the Ombima’s family for close to a century now with the
technical expertise being passed down the family
tree.
Meet Mzee Shadrack Obadi Ombima, at 102
years old, he is highly energetic and quite enthusiastic about life. With his demeanor fiercely
defying old age, he runs the ancient grinder and
he proceeds to give a peek into the long standing
history of this mill which was constructed in the
first quarter of the 20th century.
While he worked for the Indians, Ombima gainfully learned the art of using water to run equipment.
He later resigned from his job and together with his family constructed the grinding mill, elevated
above a sidetracked river in a makeshift structure.
They used tough metal, a chisel, a hacksaw and a hammer to mould and shape the two huge grinding
stones fitted to a wooden propeller and then mounted along the high speed running water. Although
now rarely used, the mill which still stands sturdy, could grind up to 30bags of maize flour on a good
day. This, coupled with farming, is how he made a living and sustained his family.
Now a great grandfather, Ombima has made considerable efforts to teach his great grandchildren to
use and operate the mill not so much for economic gain but more for posterity.

Men and women working as artisans on the
railway line construction adopted the use
of various machineries
that made every day
activities much more
efficient.
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EVANS OGADA MASIVA
A talented blacksmith from
Givavei Village Tambua Ward,
Vihiga County
Descending from the Givavei cave is the
home to a famous blacksmith in Vihiga
County.
If there is one thing about this County, it
is the characteristic industrious nature of
their inhabitants visibly evident through
the various ways that they have created
self employment.
Artisans and blacksmiths make utensils,
décor items, furniture and other objects
from wrought iron and scrap metal for
sale.
Women are extremely gifted in various
trades such as pottery and weaving.
They form groups and collectively make
products made from natural materials
like banana fibre, animal skin and sisal
fibre and sell them for a profit.
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Vihiga County hosts Miss Tourism Kenya 2016 Finals
Background
Since Kenya’s independence in
1963, the country has undergone
tremendous change in her socioeconomic structures. These
changes have propelled the country
in positive facets of growth on
celebrating our rich heritage and
diversity.

History
The Miss Tourism pageant was
conceptualized in the year 2001
by the Vera Beauty College, a
Hair and Beauty institution that
takes pride in having trained over
20,000 Kenyans who are carrying
out their craft both in Kenya and
Internationally.

Birth
The Miss Tourism program was
born from the belief that the time
has come to stop and reflect on
the positive and create reasons to
appreciate what we have.

About
Vision: To Become Africa’s
top pageant promoting Kenya’s
Tourism and Enhancing her
cultural diversity and heritage.
Mission: To bring people together
in celebration of our Heritage
and diversity by encouraging,
advocating and lobbying
stakeholders in the conservation
of our flora, fauna and cultural
diversity.

among key sectors that may contribute to the realization of vision
2030. It is for this reason that the Government of Kenya through
the tourism policy of 2006 emphasizes the need to develop further
tourism potentials in the Kenya.
Vihiga county is among key areas in the Western Kenya Tourist Circuit
that is earmarked for development.

Main Objective: To Create

It is therefore important to transform tourism into a major source
Tourism ambassadors who will
of employment and wealth generation in this county through
champion the uniqueness of the
sustainable development and utilization of natural and cultural
respective counties and by extension endowment.
the country at large
This year’s theme “Exploring our Cultural Heritage for the social
Tourism sector is under the
Economic Benefits of our people”
economic pillar of Kenya Vision
Slogan “The Oasis of Hospitality and Great Talents”
2030. It is one of the leading foreign
exchange earners in the country and
currently accounts for 10% GDP.
The sector has been identified
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Dorothy Awino Oina, Siaya County

Archina Ogero, Kisii County

Damaris Chepsat, Baringo County

Karen Nkatha Muriithi, Machakos County

Wendy M. Muriithi,Tharaka Nithi County

Khadija Shee, Kwale County

Wendy Rabellah Omollo, Homa Bay County

Susan Njoki Magu, Embu County

Jennifer Wairimu Waruingi, Lamu County

Winnie Rop Chepng’etich, Bomet County

Hellen Kimanzi, Kitui County

Catherine Muthoni Irungu, Nairobi County

Jeniffer Wanjiku, Murang’a County

Maureen Ngoro, Nyamira County

Juliet Simanyiro Mdali, Taita Taveta County

Juliet Mercy Awino, Kisumu County
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Babylynn Kaluma Mukila, Mombasa County

Leah Oscar Otsyula, Busia County

Rachael Chebet,Trans Nzoia County

Mercy Chepng’etich Bor, Kericho County

Zitah Jimoi Jepkemboi, Nandi County

Ivy Marina, Kakamega County

Peggie Mati Rua, Kilifi County

Catherine Sabina, Bungoma County

Sharon Mwangi, Laikipia County

DISABILITY IS NOT INABILITY
Ms Mukila is no ordinary model. She is deaf. As she stood tall among 41 other contestants for the coveted
Miss Tourism Kenya crown, her bewitching smile made her stand out. Despite her hearing inability, she is
not fazed and says her condition can neither kill her dream nor put her down.
She is the only contestant with a hearing disability. The 22-year-old beauty queen’s dream to model started long when she was in secondary school. Even during her childhood days, she wanted to be a beauty
queen.
Mukila says her dream did not just come on her own. She works closely with a very supportive sign language interpreter. In 2014, Mukila competed for the prestigious crown in Mombasa and emerged first
runner-up. This did not dampen her spirits of making it big in the modeling industry. She knew there was
always another time to make it because failure does not define her or inability to hear.
She did not give up; her objective was to represent Mombasa, promote tourism and support others like
herself. The third-born in a family of six, her parents and siblings have been supportive to her. “I have
made it through Mombasa County and I cannot forget what my parents, mentors and friends have sacrificed to make it possible for me to be here,” she said.
Mukila holds a diploma in beauty therapy and modeling from New Image Hair and Beauty College in
Mombasa. Her focus is training models and beauty therapists.
Mukila believes one day she will eventually become Kenya’s tourism ambassador.
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Mikal Hadulu Dulu, Tana River County

Kezia Laura Matakala, Uasin Ngishu County

Sation Parmuat, Kajiado County

Keziah Kibuchi, Kirinyaga County

Winfred Gakii Muthee, Meru County

Agnes Lokoru,Turkana County

Joylene Kokide, West Pokot County

Edith Owido Knight, Migori County

Charity Resian, Narok County

Joan Kihiu, Kiambu County

Winnie Nasieku Lenaimado, Samburu County

Elizabeth Muthoni, Nyeri County

Rahab Gichengo, Nakuru County

Esther Waithaka, Nyandarua County

Marietta Farayia Turuga, Marsabit County

Rehema Huka, Isiolo County
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HOMA BAY COUNTY GIRL
IS
CROWNED MISS TOURISM KENYA 2016

A 22 year old Mass-communication student at Moi University was crowned the fairest of them all. Wendy
Omolo from Homabay County is the new Miss Tourism Kenya 2016. Keziah Matakala from Uasin Gishu
County was crowned first runner up while Winnie Chepng’etich of Bomet County was crowned the second runner up. Wendy Omolo excelled in the Peace and Unity Award and Formal Dressing. Ms Matakala
emerged second winning an award in Hospitality while Chepn’getich bagged the second runners up title
award in Investment.
Wendy took home a grand package of sh1.2 million that included a destination of her choice.
Winners of various other categories were also awarded. Muranga County bagged the award for the most
voted for by the public after attaining 44,471 votes through short messaging service.
Mombasa Miss Babylynn Mukila who is deaf, proved that disability is not inability and received an award of
honor for taking part in the competitions despite her disability.
Supporters from all 47counties of Kenya who braved the chilly and wet weather attended the event in large
numbers which brought together over 8000 people among them over 10 Governors led by Vihiga’s H.E Moses
Akaranga. Also present was the Cord leader, Hon. Engineer Raila Amollo Odinga, Water cabinet secretary
Eugene Wamalwa, Mining Cabinet Secretary Dan Kazungu, Senator George Machase Khaniri and Miss
Tourism Kenya Director Ms Alice Kamunge among other dignitaries.
Participating counties were divided into 9 regions that included
• The coast
• Great Nairobi
• North rift
• South rift
• South savanna
• North frontier
• Western
• Nyanza and
• Mt Kenya
H.E Moses Akaranga, while addressing the participants, praised the event citing that it was a step in the right
direction towards marketing tourism not just in Vihiga but Kenya at large. He added that the event brought
together so many communities and further commended the initiative and input of all the participants. This is
a sign of unity that must be embraced at all times.
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Important contacts in the Tourism Industry

Important
contacts
ininthe
Industry
Important
contacts
theTourism
Tourism Industry
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Findings from the Production team
Tourism, being among the top largest industries in
Kenya, plays a significant role in our economy.
It has proved to be a fundamental player in providing communities with a horde of value added benefits such as job creation, improved infrastructure,
better facilities, expanded tax base, new markets for
local products, and a remarkable tool for community
revitalization.

The reality of a destination should by all means surpass the mental image that visitors have been sold
through marketing concepts and promotion. Creation of a false image can spoil a vacation. What’s
more, it can reduce repeat visitation where tourists come once but will not come back if a destination
lacks appeal.
At the same time, the more a community does to enhance its exceptionality, the more people will
want to visit. To attract and retain tourists, local officials need to become much more aware of the
overall character of their community.
Studies reveal significant differences between resident and tourist perceptions of a community. Tourists are open and receptive to everything they see, while long-time residents tend to tune out the
familiar environments along the roads they travel day in and day out.

As with most industries, thriving tourism can bring
forth a host of unanticipated problems to its communities.
Vices such as increased crime rate, congestion, noise,
overcrowding and degradation of resources and
facilities, rising costs of living can burden a community.
However, the impacts of tourism can be hugely affirmative if the best checks and balances are in place.

SOLOMON WISEMAN
Producer

How then does a community maximize the benefits
of tourism while at the same time minimising its
setbacks? Firstly, a community needs to understand
sustainable tourism.

Commonly asked questions
Where did you go on your last vacation?
Was it rewarding and satisfying?
Would you recommend it to a friend?
Did the destination meet your expectations, or were you disappointed?
Did traffic congestion, dirty air, crowded environment, slipshod service, or excessive commercialism leave you feeling frustrated and cheated?
While it’s necessary to market tourism in order to create a demand and map out the potential visitors, this sort of approach is short term and only produces a high volume, high impact but low yield
tourism. Sustainable tourism on the other hand, creates a long lasting impression and it involves a lot
more than sheer marketing. It involves well evaluated planning that creates appealing destinations.
What this means is that, identifying, preserving, enhancing, and restoring a community’s natural and
cultural assets thereby protecting its heritage and environment remains a continuous cycle.
It is, after all, the unique architecture, culture, wildlife, or natural beauty of a region that attracts tourists in the first place.
In today’s global marketplace, the competition for tourism income is ferocious. If a particular destination is too crowded, too commercial, or too clichéd, then why go? To sell, a community must
identify its key selling strengths, sustainability and uniqueness.
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Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable tourism respects
the socio-cultural authenticity
of host communities, conserves
their cultural heritage and while
making optimal use of environmental resources, ensures longterm and equitable benefits to
all stakeholders including employment and income-generating opportunities contributing
to poverty alleviation.

Sustainable tourism emphasizes
the real over the artificial.
It recognizes that the true story
of a place is worth telling, even if
it is painful or disturbing

RACHEL NDUTA
Editor
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Recommendations on Sustainable Tourism
How can a community attract tourists and retain them?

Getting there can be half the fun, but frequently it is not. Though there are many great destinations in
Kenya, very few noteworthy journeys remain. Tourists want to see places that are different, unusual,
or unique. This is why it is in the interest of the County and local officials to encourage development
of heritage corridors, bike paths, trails, greenways, and scenic byways.

Preservation of historic sites and Cultural Heritage
A city without a past is like a person without a memory. Preservation of historic buildings is important not only because it is a physical expression of the past but it tells the people’s origin. Communities should make every effort to preserve the authentic aspects of their local heritage and culture,
including food, art, music, handicrafts, architecture, landscape, and traditions.
Saving the historic buildings is about saving the heart and soul of a community and it is also about
economic competitiveness.

Versatility
Attempting to get tourists out of their tour vans and cars is one flexible way of ensuring that they
spend money. It is highly unlikely that someone will spend money while seated in their car. If local
communities and officials devise a development around cars, they will get more cars but designing developments around people encourages pedestrians. Walkability is very good for business and
especially tourism-oriented businesses. One greatest way to encourage this is to create places where
people can safely walk and bike in attractive sceneries.

Ensure that tourism support facilities are compatible with their surroundings.
Tourists need places to eat and sleep and appreciate the dependable levels of service and accommodation usually found in Vihiga hotels and Home stays. Today, reusing and recycling old buildings is
becoming much more common in the hotel industry. Hotel chains are repurposing numerous existing buildings like warehouses, hospitals, and office buildings in an effort to create unique comfort for
their visitors.

Linkage of Attraction sites
Almost certainly, very few rural communities can attract and sustain international tourism on their
own but linked with other communities; they have the potential to become logical and compelling attractions. Birding trails, wildlife trails, literary heritage trails are all examples of this linkage concept.
This multipurpose trail can bring in thousands of tourists and new life to an economically distressed
part of the County.

Protect community gateways
First impressions matter. Just as when meeting a person for the first time, a good first impression
is important and a bad first impression is hard to change. Some communities pay attention to their
gateways. Many communities have become used to repulsiveness, accepting it as an inevitable side effect of progress. More enlightened communities recognize that community appearance is important.
It affects a community’s image and its economic well being.

Managing Responsible Tourism
Tourism development that exceeds the carrying capacity of an ecosystem or that fails to respect a
community’s sense of place will result in resetlement by local residents and the eventual destruction
of the very attributes that attracted tourists in the first place. Stakeholders and communities involved
need to understand that tourism has its limits. Too many cars, tour buses, condominiums, or people
can overwhelm a community and harm fragile resources. Sustainable tourism requires planning and
management. There is also a need to encourage responsible tourism where visitors endeavor to make
positive impact on the environment, economy and the society at large.

Understanding the resource
Education and interpretation is another fundamental instrument to sustainable tourism. Visitors
want information about what they are seeing, and interpretation can be a powerful storytelling tool
that can make an exhibit, an attraction, even an entire community comes alive. It can also result in
better managed resources by explaining why they are important. Interpretation instils respect and
fosters stewardship. Education about natural and cultural resources can instil community pride and
strengthen sense of a place.
Control outdoor signs.
The protecting of scenic views, planting street trees and landscaping parking lots all make economic
sense, but controlling outdoor signs is probably the most important step a tourism-oriented community can take to make an immediate, visible improvement in its physical environment. Almost
nothing will obliterate the distinct character of a community faster than uncontrolled signs and
billboards.
Enhance the journey as well as the destination
As noted, tourism is not just what happens at the destination; it involves everything that people see
and do from the time they leave home until the trip is over.

Wiso Technics and Communications
Address: 17472-00100 Nairobi-Kenya
Tel: +254 722 678 511 +254 720 298 802 +254 764 678 511
Registered Office: Tena Estate Plot No: 24.
Email:wisotech@gmail.com
Website:wisotechnics.com
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